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U-BRS System
Buzon Rail System (BRS) revolutionises the creation of raised terraces

The new U-BRS laying system for outdoor raised floors ensures a simple and easy 
installation. Used as a support system, it guarantees great stability and enables the 
creative design of outdoor spaces. 
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Why choose the 
U-BRS system? 

The U-BRS system and its aluminium joists allow the installation of 20 mm 
ceramic pavers of all sizes. With a thickness of 18 or 38 mm, the joists guarantee 
a superior resistance to the applied loads and only require a gap of 80 cm 
(maximum) between each supporting pedestal for the 38 mm joists and a 
spacing of 60 cm (maximum) for 18 mm joists.

Time savings

High stability of pathway surfaces

Simplifies installation 

Stability of cantilevers 

Possibility of installing irregular sizes 
of pavers/boards (e.g. large format 

120 x 120 cm or small width 20 x 120, 
30 x 120 cm) 

SEVERAL ADVANTAGES 
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PB PEDESTAL

Composition of the 
U-BRS System
Practical and functional, the U-BRS system offers a complete structure for the 
elevated installation of outdoor space. 

The system includes height-adjustable polypropylene pedestals, reinforced 
aluminium profiles and spacer tabs that provide a gap of 3 mm between the 
pavers. The system is completed by finishing accessories able to meet all design  
requirements. 

U-BRS-B: Aluminium joists 
(2400  x  65 mm): 18 or  38 mm 

18 mm / 38 mm
U-BRS-B

U-BRS-STOP prevents the paver from moving at the edge of the 
terrace. It enables stopping the pavers at the edge of the terrace. 

U-BRS-STOP

The joists exist with (U-BRS-B) and 
without coating (U-BRS-M).
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U-BRS-CONNECTOR: connector for securing two joists. U-BRS- VIS: fastening screws for joists (3.9 x 19 mm)

U-BRS-CONNECTOR

U-BRS-END-T/ U-BRS-END-B: stainless steel finishing kit to support 
the vertical cladding at the edge of the terrace.  Two blades with 
claws grip the 20mm plinth.

U-BRS-END

U-BRS-TABS 3 mm H17: spacer tab that regulates the spacing 
between the pavers, ensures alignment, and allows the rapid runoff 
of excess water.  

3 mm
U-BRS TABS

U-N-BRS-EPDM-2 mm: EPDM protection  
Attached to the UBRS joists, it stabilises the paver and provides 
additional acoustic values.

2 mm
U-N-BRS-EPDM
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U-BRS-VIS

PB-KIT-2: Joist support 
It secures the joist to the top of pedestal simply by pressing. 
Once the PB-KIT2 is installed on the pedestal, simply press the joist 
on the pedestal, and the profiled base of the joist automatically 
attaches, while allowing the pedestal to slide under the joists for 
optimal positioning. 

PB-KIT-2

PB-KIT-8

It is also possible to use our PB-KIT 8 
universal fastening. 
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Composition of 
U-BRS WOOD
The U-BRS-WOOD system will enable the creation of your wooden terrace 
with aluminium joists. Our system is compatible with many different wooden / 
composite boards and fastenings.

PB PEDESTAL

The spacing system between the wooden 
boards depends on the boards chosen. 

The U-BRS END, U-BRS TABS, U-BRS STOP 
and U-BRS Connector are compatible with 
the U-BRS joists.
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U-BRS-WOOD-B: Aluminium joists (2400 x 65 mm) 

18 mm
U-BRS WOOD-B

PB-KIT-2: Joist support 
It secures the joist to the top of pedestal simply by pressing. 
Once the PB-KIT2 is installed on the pedestal, just press the joist on the 
pedestal and the profiled base of the joist is attached automatically.

PB-KIT-2

U-N-BRS-EPDM-2 mm
EPDM protection which is placed on the U-BRS-Wood joists. 
Optional, it stabilises the board and provides additional 
acoustic comfort.  

WOODEN BOARDS AND FASTENINGS:  Not supplied by Buzon®!
Our aluminium joist system is compatible with many different profiles 
of timber / composite decking and fastenings.  We advise you to request 
more information from your supplier.

2 mm
U-N-BRS-EPDM

PB-KIT-8

It is also possible to use our universal 
PB-KIT 8 fastener.

The joists exist with (U-BRS-WOOD-B) and without 
coating (U-BRS-WOOD-M).


